
The Forbidden Astrology Teachings 
Another Reason to evidence why the New Testament is a fraud 

 

In our modern-day world, many still believe Jesus Christ (YahuSha, the Messiah) is 

the real sinless rightness one, a man who came from heaven where the Creator 

Father is. And he went back to heaven, sitting on the right side of the Father’s 

throne. I, Bro. Pouliot does not agree or believe this at all. After I have 

announced my change of journey beliefs. That I no longer believe in the New 

Testament Bible. Because of many contradictories in those books. Many conflicts 

and errors are found between the Old and New Testament bible. In other words, 

it all ends up viewing that the New Testament tried to alter the Old Testament 

teachings. As how the New Testament technique manipulation people's minds 

about the new way of salvation that the heavenly Father will deliver.  

I have already shared many different reasons why I no longer believe in the New 

Testament teachings - 

https://www.attest.tv/_files/ugd/a9b19d_2c692f6fd627490188cee93e767b9c32.p

df. But this document, I am going to share with you a new topic of 

information about why  forbids the astrologic teachings. This is another 

reason why the New Testament is a fraud book of all time history.  

The TANAKH contain some passages that caution against practices associated 

with divination, fortune-telling, and seeking guidance from celestial signs. Here 

are the four example that forbid the astrologic practice in the book of 

Deuteronomy 18:14, Leviticus 19:26; 20:6, and Isaiah 47:13-14:  

“You shall be blameless before , your Creator ONE, for these 

nations, which you are about to dispossess, listen to fortune-tellers and to 

diviners.”  

“Do not practice divination or seek omens.”  

“I will set my face against anyone who turns to mediums and spiritists to 

prostitute themselves by following them, and I will cut them off from their 

people.”  

“All the counsel you have received has only worn you out! Let your 

astrologers come forward, those stargazers who make predictions month 

by month, let them save you from what is coming upon you. Surely they 

are like stubble; the fire will burn them up. They cannot even save 

themselves from the power of the flame.” 

 

https://www.attest.tv/_files/ugd/a9b19d_2c692f6fd627490188cee93e767b9c32.pdf
https://www.attest.tv/_files/ugd/a9b19d_2c692f6fd627490188cee93e767b9c32.pdf


These passage verses emphasize the importance of trusting in  alone and 

avoiding practices that involve seeking guidance or knowledge from sources 

outside of HIS way, HIS teachings.   

 

Historical Context:  

The TANAKH reflects the historical experiences and societal norms of the ancient 

Yisraelites. Its narratives are deeply embedded within the cultural and 

mythological contexts of its time. While the TANAKH does not delve extensively 

into astrological matters, it encourages a faithful relationship with  and 

adherence to His laws.  

Since the Tanakh NEVER explicitly mentions such astrologist as a concept, its 

emphasis on monotheism, faith in ’s existence, trust in divine guidance, 

and wholehearted devotion aligns with principles that contradict astrology 

beliefs.  

Somehow the First Apocalypse of James text claims to be Jesus' teachings to his 

brother James and is considered to be an important copy of forbidden 

teachings. The text is written in Greek, an early language used in Christian 

writings, and is rare to find in Greek. Gnostic texts like The First Apocalypse of 

James were likely banned because of their different understanding of Jesus' 

importance.  

Some Gnostics identify Jesus as the embodiment of the supreme being, while 

others deny that Jesus came in the flesh and instead say that Jesus was a 

human who attained enlightenment through gnosis. The Nag Hammadi 

scriptures claim that Jesus was a Gnostic, which explains why Jesus didn't talk 

about the judgmental Old Testament .  

Like the very one in the New Testament Gospel 

book of Matthew, a story about the wise men, or 

Magi, following the Star of Bethlehem from the East 

to Bethlehem to find this infant Jesus. These so-

called wise men figure out about these stars by 

their prophetic timetable by the astrology figure. 

They have been watching the heavens for years, 

waiting for alignments that would foretell the birth of this king. When they 

identified a powerful set of astrological portents, they decided the time was 

right to find the prophesied leader. Why in the world was this astrological 

involved in this teaching which  forbid?  



In the book of Numbers, there is a story about a ruler named Balak in Moab who 

saw how the Yisraelites had defeated the Amorites and felt threatened by their 

presence. In his fear, Balak sought out a prophet named Balaam to curse the 

people of Yisrael on Moab’s behalf. However,  instructed Balaam not to 

go with the messengers from Balak and not to curse the Yisraelites because they 

were blessed.  

Despite ’s initial displeasure with Balaam for considering Balak’s offer, 

Balaam eventually delivers a message to Balak. This message includes an oracle 

that contains a prediction regarding the future of Yisrael. The prophecy states 

that a star would come forth from Jacob, and a scepter would rise from Yisrael. 

Many Christians claim this prophecy is found in Numbers 24:17 and is often 

interpreted as a foreshadowing of the coming of Jesus Christ, who is seen as the 

ultimate fulfillment of this prophecy.  

Christians have been using ’s power and protection over the chosen 

people and HIS ability to turn their curses into blessings ends up highlighting the 

lie. Meaning, that Balaam was a prophet, who eventually delivered a message 

to Balak which  told him not to. A message that includes an oracle that 

contains a prediction regarding the future of Yisrael. A false prophecy that 

states that a star would come forth from Jacob, and a scepter would rise from 

Israel.  

What we know here is, that Balaam was a non-Yisraelite prophet and diviner. His 

reputation varied—sometimes seen as a righteous seer, other times as a flawed 

character. Balak, the king of Moab, sought Balaam’s assistance to curse the 

Yisraelites who were encamped nearby. Balak feared their growing strength 

and wanted to weaken them. Balaam was enticed by the promise of rewards 

and prestige. He asked  again, and this time,  allowed him to go but 

with specific instructions (Numbers 22:20). 

 

The Journey and the Talking Donkey:  

As Balaam traveled to meet Balak, his donkey encountered a spirit of  

blocking the path. The donkey saw this spirit of , but Balaam did not. After 

several miraculous interactions, Balaam’s eyes were opened, and he realized it 

was the Spirit of ’s presence.  

 

 

 



The Oracles:  

According to the biblical account in Numbers 24:1-14, when Balaam arrived in 

Moab, he initially tried to curse the Yisraelites as requested by Balak. However, 

each time Balaam looked out and saw the Yisraelites encamped, he was 

moved to bless them instead. One of these blessings contained the prophecy: “I 

see Him, but not now; I behold Him, but not near. A Star shall come out of Jacob; 

a Scepter shall rise out of Israel” (Numbers 24:17).  

 

The Significance:  

In this prophecy about the star and the scepter which explains in Numbers 24:17 

was it speaking about a symbolic sign? You might not agree with me, that this 

Star does NOT refer to Jesus Christ at all. Many Christian believers believe the 

magi’s star in Matthew’s Gospel echo this prophecy to Jesus Christ, but I do not. 

Balaam’s vision anticipates the emergence of a significant figure from the 

lineage of Jacob (Israel). The prophecy speaks of this Star and Scepter as future 

events, that this Star symbolizes an illustrious the future king or ruler who will come 

out from the Jacob’s line. Who will hold like the Scepter which signifies as royal 

ruler, authority, and power. 

The prophecy regarding the scepter in the book of Genesis plays a significant 

role in understanding. So, the question here is, who was the first ruler or king in 

the land of Yisrael? We would say “SAUL”, Saul was the first form of king of 

Yisrael. This Saul is from the tribe of Benjamin. Now, let us hold that name for a 

moment. There is one importation prophecy message we cannot ignore. 

According to Genesis 49:10, Jacob made a speech and blesses each of his sons 

with a prophesy about their future. There is one that concerning about Judah, 

he declares:  

“The scepter will not depart from Judah, nor the ruler’s staff from between 

his feet, until he to whom it belongs shall come, and the obedience of the 

nations shall be his”  

This prophecy indicates that Judah’s descendants would hold the scepter and 

rule over Yisrael. So, why not Saul who is not from Judah’s line, who became 

Yisrael’s first king instead someone from Judah’s line? Despite Jacob’s prophecy, 

Saul, a Benjamite, was chosen as Yisrael’s first king (as recounted in 1st Samuel 8-

10). Since  is the sovereignty of everything and specific circumstances to 

those whom HE chooses.  directed the prophet Samuel to anoint Saul as 

king (1st Samuel 9:15-17). Saul was chosen because of his unique qualities, not 

necessarily because of his tribe.  



Even so, Benjamin is a smaller tribe, had its significance reason to be the first 

king. Saul’s reign marked the beginning of Yisrael’s monarchy, and  used 

him to fulfill HIS purposes. Until eventually, David, a descendant who is from 

Judah’s line, became the king of Yisrael. David’s dynasty continued through 

Solomon, Rehoboam, and others, fulfilling Jacob’s prophecy. David’s rise to 

power was remarkable. He initially ruled over Judah and later became king over 

all of Yisrael tribals’ land. His lineage fulfilled the promise of this scepter symbolic 

which remains in the Judah’s line.  

So, the prophecy that Balaam spoke about the star and the scepter coming out 

of Jacob's line (Numbers 24:17) mostly emphasizes the future ruler of Yisrael was 

King David, the first from Judah’s descendants’ line.  

Even so, Benjamin's son Saul is still from the Jacob’s line which Balaam mention 

still share this same prophecy. But understand this, King David held the first 

scepter strong act like no one ever did. According to 1st Samuel 16:13, the 

prophet Samuel anointed David with oil among his brothers, signifying his 

selection as the future king of Yisrael. This act of anointing David symbolizes the 

transfer of authority and the beginning of his reign as a ruler, which includes 

wielding a scepter. This verse scepter, representing the kings' authority, passed 

down through the line of Judah. Starting with David, the kings of the Davidic 

dynasty continued through Solomon, Rehoboam, Abijah, and many others, all 

the way to Zedekiah, the last king of Judah.  

This is why this star and the scepter 

that came out of Jacob's line 

pointing out to David not Jesus Christ 

at all. The Roman Catholic had 

altered this by added Jesus to this 

line of Judah figure to fool people 

with lies. To make him as SUPER STAR 

of all other former kings. Because of 

his fake marvel act like ’s 

miracle work. This is how I see why the New Testament Matthew made indirect 

connections and interpretations that have been made over the centuries 

between certain passages about astrological concepts. And this is why I know 

 would not dare have the astrological business involvement in HIS 

teachings. These wise men aren’t HIS fellowship people but a wicked who do 

these things as witchcraft work.   


